
Bostjan(Sebastian) Avsec

Address:
Osrodek dla Cudzoziemcov
Grotniki Ustronie 29
95-073 GROTNIKI 
Poland

Contact:
ausertimes@gmail.com
or
bastianauser@gmail.com

Profile:
I am professional with over 27 years of experience in international settings that involved and involve industries such as 
retail/wholesale(electronic, real estate, time share, car sales) / government and private security / costumer service / transportation / 
mechanical engineering / investigative journalism / book writing / video production / political activism / human rights  & much more...

CHARACTERISTICS: I poses excellent inter-personal skills(I can write books on psychology or psychiatry because I know certaain 
areas of the two fields more than what most professional psychiatrists/psychologists do), strong analyst(researcher), fast and 
entrepreneurial problem solver, fast learner, enthusiast, management experience, customer oriented(love helping people), computer 
literate, multilingual(English, Spanish, German, Croatian, Slovenian), quality and budget minded.

I seek employment in industry that involves any of the above mentioned services or my level of the education, but am also open to other 
types of work(I know that I need to learn Polish, so any type of work is more than welcome right now). I came to Poland to file for 
political asylum(ask for protection), but am not allowed to file for one because of my being EU citizen(its a scam that EU member states 
use to protect interests in crime against our own EU citizens – its like saying how there is no crime in EU). However, I am American and 
Slovenian citizen what allows me employment in Poland since Slovenia alone is EU member state.

Education:
--Grammar and high school, Slovenia(Osnovna Sola Grm, Novo mesto - 8 years)
--Slovenia (Solski center Novo mesto - 3 years for industrial/transportation maintenance mechanic).
--Slovenia (Solski center Novo mesto - 2 years for mechanical engineering technician).
Languages: English(very good), Spanish(good), German(so so), Slovenian(Very good), Croat(very good)...am learning Polish and I also
speak some Russian. Have plenty of additional training in computers and in other areas(send me evaluation for potential work position; I 
will gladly look into and let you know if I can handle one)...
 
Experience:
Auser Times, 01/08 – 01/17(present)
Owner: Human rights activist and journalist. Independent news outlet. I have worked in this field under extreme pressure and 
extraordinary circumstances. One of my websites: http://ausertimes.blogspot.com

Wrote book in 2008/2009(2008, Between Life and Truth). 450 pages book in English language was written in less than 8 months while actively searching 
for work and studying. This is a real book(my personal biography) which needs to be published(lack of financial resources) and of which taste you can get 
free at https://goo.gl/ZzLD89

Commercial Audio Video, Miami Downtown, Florida 01/96 – 01/05
Electronic store co-owner(retail/wholesale).

Park West Galleries, Miami, Florida 02/05 - 02/06
Driver/Coordinator. Delivered(semi tractor/trailer) painted art throughout entire continental US, set art for actions, and have assisted auctioneers during 
auctions.

Gumenick Properties, Miami Beach, Florida 03/03 – 11/03
Receptionist/Security officer in residential high rise on South Beach(often worked along the law enforcement).

State of Florida (DCF-SFETC), Miami, Florida 08/01 – 01/03
Controlled(and monitored) movements of residents/staff in maximum Florida's state security facility(surveillance system operator).

Wackenhut Corporation, Miami, Florida 02/99 to 02/02
Industrial security officer. Customer service, regulations enforcement, industrial area patrol, and inspection.

Miscellaneous:
Among other employments and not listed above, but where I did spent time were aboard Cruise line Ship Meridian(worked over 140 
hours a week), military service(infantry/mountain branch), several other jobs in security field including supervisory positions, work with 
children as summer camp attendant/educator, about year and half in industrial maintenance/production including car assembly
lines in Novo mesto's factory Renault, few weeks of Semi-trailer truck driving across the Europe and so on....Born in "Slovenia"(on Dec. 
1971) with also what is US citizenship.

Here is a list of my personal quotes(NUMEROUS NOT EVEN PUBLISHED) http://ausertimes.blogspot.hu/2017/03/personal-
quotes.html
THANK YOU for taking time to go over this resume. If I can be of any help, please contact me.
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